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The 2650 rate rate of this hydro mouse product or alternative read customer reviews on Amazon.com Hydro Mouse™ Liquid Grass™ is a blue seed system that allows you to grow grass where you spray it. Unlike the conventional way, which makes your seeds vulnerable to wind, water, and birds, hydro-mousse™ liquid grass™, uses
spray and residency technology that keeps the seeds in place. This specially designed puzzle allows you to attach it easily to your garden hose and spray it where you want the grass to grow. The eco-friendly green mouse sticking formula keeps the seeds in place and loosens the hard soil, for easy absorption of water. The professional
result is looking for grass for just a fraction of the price. Read our 26✚ Customer Review report: 3 common complaints found ¤ blue mousse or alternative read customer reviews on Amazon.com Hydro Mouse™ Liquid Grass™ a revolutionary way of growing beautiful grass. This does not include professional lawn care, or payment of
hundreds of dollars. It's very easy to use. If you can water your lawn, then you can also hydro-mouse™ liquid grass™. This will show you the exact areas where you are planting, so it eliminates speculation. Its high quality seed mixture is also guaranteed to blend perfectly with your existing grass. Grass can grow on vertical areas and can
survive extreme heat or cold conditions. Beautiful grass and professional looking never easier to come by. It all sounds great, but our 1/2 customer reviews are negative! See why below: Failure costs the total cost of Hydro Mouse $19.95 plus $7.95 shipping, for a total price of $27.90. Price from as seen on the commercial TV screen:
hydromousse.com #1 doesn't work as many customers have complained this product doesn't work as advertising, which means that nothing actually grows where you spray. Because the whole purpose of blue mouse is to grow grass wherever you spray - the fact that it doesn't do so has left many wondering if they either use the wrong
product or scam out your money. The lack of grass growth is now the number one complaint of this device on Amazon. This is because #1 complaint is that infomercial makes growing grass seem like an easy job. No grain or grain spray can grow full grass without any external factor or additional effort. Grass growth is a complicated task
and should be approached in this way. Hydro mouse will work; However, you are very exude trying more than simply spraying. #2 green leaves past signs of not actually growing grass as advertised inside the infomercial, users have complained the green color in the mouse stains their hands and everything else comes mixed in touch -
without being easy to remove. So, many shoppers with green paint stuck on their hands and clothes have left - and still do Lush green grass from the use of this product. With that in mind, make sure to wear old clothes and gloves when applying sprays. The green color is very effective in covering up non-green spots on your lawn while
the new grass grows. You will avoid this problem by taking appropriate precautions. #3 mix well some buyers have stated this mixture does not mix well with their soil. The remains simply sit on the soil, without penetration to the ground as shown in infomercial. In this way, the seeds never reach the fertile soil below, resulting in a blond
grass that does not yet grow grassy. Ensure that you completely rake your soil before using the mixture. Grass grain cannot be applied to dormant soil and is expected to grow. Hydro Mouse is a blue seed spray product that can help you to plant your grass seeds with ease. The blue mouse attaches to your garden hose and sprays across
the surface, sticking your seeds into the dirt so they are not blown away; Allow even coverage. The blue mouse can cover 50 square feet per bottle and is good for pet urination spots, traffic-prone spots, and spots that are grown in the shade. It claimed that it could even grow grass on the wall and stick to even upside down surfaces, so
you could grow thick grass anywhere you'd like. We believe it's a bit far-fetched. How the blue mouse works because it contains an eco-friendly mouse that not only tells you what it's covered in, but also sticks to the ground so that your seeds don't disperse. The mouse breaks hard soil and helps the seeds to grow very quickly. It's so
sticky that it even sticks to the walls. Once you attach the product to the hose, it can cover the ground with seeds and will allow you to easily create your own lawn without frustrating speculation, without worrying about risks like wind, and without any other than without any problems that traditional lawn care comes with (or so it looks). For
the best results we recommend you treat it the same way you treat other grass seeds and you will experience more growth. Why you need it every homeowner needs a big lawn, but growing one can be without any. Your pets can create urine stains that kill your lawns, trucks and cars can put dents in them, and shadows can create rough
patches. With hydro mouse, it's easy to grow grass anywhere you like and make sure it stays exactly where it's supposed to go. That's why you can grow the grass you've always wanted with no problems. Just sit back and watch it grow in as little as a week. Hydro Mouse scams due to their inefficiency in helping grass grow [without
exuding extra effort], some users have been leading to the belief that they have been scammed. However, this is not a scam product and was made by a legitimate company. There have been many buyers from which there are so many They were. The crop and grass growth were reported within three weeks of spraying the product. In
addition, some of the areas that were sprinkled received very little sun, users who were not diligent in watering their lawn. Nevertheless, they reported that their lawns grew regardless of their negligence and shady location. Unfortunately, there have been just as many cases where shoppers have waited more than three weeks - and
actually take care of their lawn - only to find their lawn growth is not there. Grass growth is a science regardless of what seeding method you choose. Benefits 1. Hydro Mouse is an eco-friendly material that covers your lawn evenly with seeds. 2- Stick the grain on the ground and even break the disturbing soil. 3. Blue mouse can stick to
the wall upside down and grow on them as well. 4. It's easy to apply. No longer need to guess how much seeds you need and no need to watch as your seed kicks away. 5. Good for spots that are ruined by pets, vehicles, and shadows. He'll get them back to normal 6. Each bottle covers the blue mouse up to 50 square feet, you have a lot
of range. Reference: The ingredients of the complaints department are not clear the company is using a registered grass seed formula that has not been fully disclosed even on the bottle. While the company's FAQ section listed it is safe for both pets and people, it does not list all sets of ingredients that are poured across your lawn. In this
way, consumers cannot be sure whether they are harming other forms of life within their soil in any way, as they can only take the company's word for it to be an eco-friendly product. However, it's not organic or all the natural formula - which can be worrying for those left wondering, what do I actually spray on my lawn? If a buyer really
wanted to know exactly what was in this product, they could always dig deep into the National Patent Library to find out exactly what patent ingredients have been that are unique to this product. The actual price of a Buyers Hydro Mouse order is $19.95 plus $7.95 in shipping and handling cost fees. If you live outside the United States,
expect to pay an additional $10 for shipping. There is also the option to buy a Peruvian hydro mouse kit, which includes twice the order of grass grain and 5 refuse bags (one of these is advertised for free). The Pro Kit will cost you $79.80 plus $29.95 in shipping costs if you are in the continental United States. Even if you don't buy upfront
pro kits, you end up having to buy re-filling bags for this product if it works for you. These re-fillings are available on Amazon for $22.28, with free shipping for Prime customers. This includes a pound of grass grain and two ounces of hydro mouse liquid. Therefore, this product requires an ongoing investment in re-filling bags if you decide
to use it continuously. Alternative Products Lawn mower - While this is not a mousse, Scotts lawn mower is a combination of seeds intended to help accelerate early success with growing grass, no matter what area of the country you live in. There is no green color to help you see where you spray the seeds, which means that you need to
use the old fashioned seed method by manually sprinkling them on your lawn. It is now the best seller on Amazon, with buyers confirming this seed successfully covers up dog patches where their dogs urinate in the grass. No refund! If you order this product from the official website, you will have 30 days to return it. However, you will
receive shipping and handling your fees and need to pay for your shipment in order to return this case. Once the company has received the returned product, they will begin the refund process. Keep in mind, if you pay $7.95 for basic shipping costs, then pay another $7.95 to return it - which will cost you $15.90. Your refund will only be for
$19.95 if you buy a container of blue mouse. So, the refund you receive, minus your overall shipping costs will be closer to $12.00 of the total $36.85 spent. In other words, when you buy this product from the official website - it's not worth returning it. Buyers of the official customer service website are able to contact customer service by
calling 1-800-614-9155. The customer service department is available for inquiry and assistance from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., Monday to Friday, Eastern Standard Time. If you have a question about your order, you need to allow for 24 to 48 hours to pass for the order to show at the end of customer service. As the states on their customer
service page, your credit card should not be charged until your order actually leaves the warehouse. If ordered from the official website it will take up to four weeks to get your product. Generally growing grass can be a pain and can be ruined by many factors that you can't control, but it doesn't have to be that way. With mousse grass, you
can grow your very own lawn without having to guess and without having to worry about scattering your seeds. If you're setting up grass and don't know what to do, or just want to fix some patches, hydro mouse may be the way to go. Read the entire report above and make your own decision. Remember: Not only spray and expect
miracles, you must prepare and take care of the grass to grow! Don't buy hydro moose online before searching on Amazon.- Alternatives or the same items are always available, sometimes at lower prices. Don't buy hydro moose online before searching on Amazon.- Alternatives or the same items are always available, sometimes at lower
prices. Sort Comments: Latest | Useful | Highest | Lowest Sort: Questions | Comments Posted On: 19 September 2020 Ksch - (Parker, CO) I just read all Check for this product. In my opinion, it's not just the product, it's the site itself that has bias. People on this site do not provide any evidence, timeframe or narrative as to why the product
does not work. as far as i am concerned , this site is full of unreliable resources . If you want to state that a product does not work, please include an exact reason why. It's not hard, it's just a bit of common sense, and education in communication. Some may agree, and some may not, all comments are just those comments. take it or leave
it alone . It's up to each person to decide. 0 out of 0 people found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Response Writing Responses You Posted on: 09 September 2020 Ned White - (Tucson, AZ) First, when I received the product it was only cheap sprayer and cup without mousse or seeds. It wasn't a big deal that
was cheap, so I ordered the re-filling, not so cheap. Double the price of the product sprayer. So now I'm ready to spray. So now I put an improved new mouse pack into spray cups adding seeds and connecting the garden hose to the clear water assembly sprayer system and splashed from the base of the handle. Still my deterrence is
trying to turn the selector into a product spray. After I finally chosen to move to spray the product just dribble off two seconds later when cheap ass sprayers came apart blasting half-mixed garbage across the ground and down all my right. As never seen on TV! Everything is perfect and the whole bull is shit. Don't buy this garbage. 0 out of
1 person found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Response Writing Responses You Posted on: 12 August 2020 Gary Dhurry - (Hudson, FL) We are very excited to finally get the product after waiting more than a month to get. We sat down and read the instructions and followed them to t to mix and spray. I
sprinkled the yard and we still have growth today, nothing. This product is a total rip-off and forgets about getting your money back cause that doesn't happen. You will get a shipping fee and you will have to pay it to ship to the company so that your extra fee will. It does not recommend the product for anything. 0 out of 1 person found this
review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Response Writing Responses You Posted on: 28 July 2020 Fred Cason – (Eastland, TX) I order hydromus great supply load 2. After a few weeks and nothing from the company, I phoned your customer service number. I received no response from any of my calls, even after I once
kept the phone for an hour. They don't respond to their phones, they don't have an email address to contact them either. There is no way to contact the company unless you want to buy. However, after a few weeks, I went to their status site and canceled my order. And after nearly three months, they Grass anyway and accused me of it.
Now, I have faced efforts to return it without having to pay a $60.00 shipping fee. I hope that if you still want to have a chance to order from Hydromousse you won't be screwing as I am. 1 in 2 people found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] response writing your response posted on: 16 July 2020 Bill - (Bolton,
ON) so after waiting more than 3 months for this to arrive it finally showed up yesterday. I prepared the grass and was ready to spray with the grass grain and a mixture that sat in the container for more than a minute. First try the lid for the popping dish off pouring all the liquid and seeds across the grass. Needless to say, I wasn't
impressed. I tried again this time only putting the hose to half the thought that the pressure is too high, only to be the same thing happening again. The lid of the container does not stay on when you are sprayed, a piece of junk. I bought 4 of these and they are all the same, give yourself a big favor and don't buy this product, save your
money and buy Scotts seeds. 2 out of 3 people found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Response Writing Responses You Posted on: July 31, 2019 John eafrati - (Morells Inlet, SC) Get A Small 50 Square Foot. The bag is finished with a special offer, looking for directions, and all the wet seeds were still in the
container, they want you to dig 3 inches deep and water 3 times a day, waste product, make it easier to get a bag of seeds in the home warehouse and throw it onto the yard. 2 out of 2 people found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] response writing your response posted on: May 18, 2018 Gary - (Buffalo, N.Y.)
doesn't work as promised, very poor instructions and warnings, should you tell about wearing gloves as green spots don't come off, when dry, it seems you're not doing anything, the best way to grow grass is to spread it out of the bag, cover with burlap and water, then self done, overprepared for the price, I strongly suggest saving your
money. 2 out of 2 people found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Response writing your response posted on: 11 May 2018 George Louis Lapointe - (American Valley, CA) There is nothing legitimate about advertising or product. They say two orders and show two sprayers and a bottle of ingredients in their
advertisements. They will send you a sprayer and a packet of ingredients mixed with the BS statement about saving the environment so you will get a questionable amount of both seeds and additives. Even if you are looking for directions to letter as in my case, there is poor grain distribution and absolutely no green coating to protect the
seeds. It is as close to scams as possible. I highly recommend you all stay away from this product. 4 out of 4 people found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Reply Your response was posted on : April 14, 2018 Jeff -- -- MO) We planted hydro mouse grass seeds 2 weeks ago in our back yard and water as
directed, we don't see anything growing yet, and there is no claim in the bag that says how long before we expect grass, last week, in the front yard we planted the grass of the general contractors of Lowe's, which is now with the same water program. I don't like hydro moose. 3 out of 3 people found this review useful. Was this review
helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Reply writing your response posted on: 20 September 2017 Malcolm - (Northfield, NJ) Ok. So I scammed and it's my fault that I have to be smarter to think it's working. I followed the instructions very, very carefully and all I got was green/blue water with some seed marks sometimes and ran it clear after trying to
cover about 30 square feet. All the methods of making you think you double the amount are also scams as the seeds are shipped in the same baggy.......... to save the environment. I went to Ace and Bought a valid seed about half the price of this nonsense. 2 out of 2 people found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes]
[No] Response writing your response posted on: 15 November 2016 Will Cool - (West Monroe, LA) Don't be fooled, it doesn't work, green stuff comes out after the seed and then it just washes the seeds away, then when you have the remaining water of the seeds just floats off. The dial does not work on the sprayer except in the off
position. I spent $109 on this nonsense and the only thing I do is naked dirt and high water bills, the better it is to just buy some grass grain. And now I can't get anyone to answer to get my money back for this nonsense, also, infomercial said it was a 60-day money back guarantee, but the website says 30 days. Please don't be fooled like
me. 1 in 1 person found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Response Writing Responses You Posted on: 15 May 2016 John - (Mobile, AL) I don't know who these people who claim this waste actually works, but I can tell you my experience as a real consumer. First I tried spraying the solution directly on bare
soil like it would show in commercial. I was flooded 3 times a day for 3 weeks and nothing happened. Keep in mind, in commercial they spray freaking walls and walls become plush green grass. So, I tried to claw the soil, sprinkle the solution and gently cover it with quality soil. Again, I watered three times a day for 3 weeks and didn't say
anything. My ultimate effort was to just prove to myself that this product is a scam. I planted a bag of seeds in an old fashioned way. I spread the paw, the seed. Covered, and water 3 times a day for 3 weeks. Guess what happened? you guessed . Maybe they carried bird seeds instead of grass seeds, 2 out of 2 found this review useful.
Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Response Writing Responses You Posted On: 24 February 2016 Randy - (Alvin, Well it kind of works, the problem is he doesn't seed enough. First I raked and raked a really loose dirt yard. Put in some 29-0-4 manure raked some more. Then I sprinkle that useless on the yard 2 to 3 times a day.
The grass was thin to come up, not very good jazz combinations of grass as well. Well, I did what raked raked raked. Putting the grass they sent spread with expansion and also went to the store to grow some miracle grass and this grass grain - expensive but not cheap hydro mouse expensive crap. Wonderlawn-hulled barmudagrass
mixes very small grains of sand size miracle growing mixtures and some seeds are sprinkled in sprayer container and in no time has grass ever grown. This seed is coated to grow better. My front yard belle I recommend money on hydromousse is worth not wasting it and get the above items I mentioned also check your soil for
lime&amp;iron 29-0-4 fertilizer is great 72 hours later and it works. 2 out of 2 people found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Response Writing Responses You Posted on: 29 May 2015 John - (Kinston, NC) I placed an order on May 4th. Today is May 29 and has not yet received it. I called 5 times and every
customer service representative. He told me the order would be carried the next day. I just spoke with the customer service manager and he (Amy) tells me that they are out of stock. If there's anyone out there thinking about buying this product, take another look at that. I don't know if the product is good. I know if you have problems with



ordering your customer service people will lie to you from the phone. 1 in 1 person found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Response writing your response posted on: 22 May 2015 Roger Long - (O Neal, NE) I have to think that whoever they are taking orders over the phone does not hear well. I ordered me
today, I ordered two (2) spray bottles of your product, no hose, instead I got 3 full units, bottles, mixes, and hoses. Now I'm starting to realize that your product isn't the only thing that should be, I really hope they're working as expected. 0 out of 0 people found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Response Writing
Responses You Posted on: 06 April 2015 cm - (Halifax, NS) I bought two dishes of this as my yard is great. I would put a fresh jug in the required areas and water it religiously every night. I was very disappointed with the results. When I went to a place where I bought it in Halifax, Showtime, to get my money back, they told me I had to
contact the manufacturer. I emailed, phoned my customer service and never received a response once. Don't buy this product as the company does not give a damn when they make their money. 0 out of 0 people found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Write Reply Response posted: July 12, 2014 Meme Gray
- (Atlanta, GA) Unless you want your hands green for two weeks, buy this product. They misled you with a double offer, by putting it in a bag, but it didn't double at all. It doesn't cover the specified area, it's not even close. No grass after two weeks and instructions were followed to t. do it the old way . Plus, you start taking 800# calls,
shortly after your order is shipped. 1 in 1 person found this review useful. Was this review helpful for you? [Yes] [No] Response writing your reply posted on: 14 June 2014 Jim - (East Hampton, CT) with dog spots, do you have to remove all the old lawns, dead before schedule? 0 out of 0 people found this review useful. Was this review
helpful for you? [Yes] [No] answer writing your answer submitted review, comment or question ¤ TV Stuff comments participating in amazon services LLC Affiliate Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide us with the means to earn money by linking to Amazon.com and affiliate sites. Next as seen in the TV item ¤
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